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this has been extensively shown throughout vertebrates, it has recently been demonstrated in various taxa of
invertebrates. Despite this, its presence in arachnids, and specifically tarantulas, remains poorly understood.
The purpose of this study was to determine whether behavioral lateralization is present in the juvenile
tarantulas Pterinochilus murinus and Brachypelma albopilosum in response to prey odors. If behavioral
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found that a large proportion of the tarantulas from each species made no directional choice for the duration
of each trial. Of the tarantulas that did make a directional choice across trials there was not a significant
difference in the number of individuals to go left or right (p>0.5). The lack of significance was likely
influenced low number of individuals that made a directional choice; however, each species showed a higher
proportion of individuals turning towards the left for all of the conditions except for one. This is the first study
to date examining the presence of behavioral lateralization in juvenile tarantulas.
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Abstract:

The functional and/or structural specialization of the left or right side of the brain
(behavioral lateralization) has substantial impacts on the interactions an animal makes with other
organisms and its surroundings. While this has been extensively shown throughout vertebrates, it
has recently been demonstrated in various taxa of invertebrates. Despite this, its presence in
arachnids, and specifically tarantulas, remains poorly understood. The purpose of this study was
to determine whether behavioral lateralization is present in the juvenile tarantulas Pterinochilus
murinus and Brachypelma albopilosum in response to prey odors. If behavioral lateralization was
found, I aimed to detennine how it differed between species and at what level it evolved at
(population vs individual). To do this, I analyzed the directional choice of each tarantula in a T
maze under four different prey conditions: cricket in both anns, cricket in right ann, cricket in
left ann, cricket absent. I found that a large proportion of the tarantulas from each species made
no directional choice for the duration of each trial. Of the tarantulas that did make a directional
choice across trials there was not a significant difference in the number of individuals to go left
or right (p>0.5). The lack of significance was likely influenced low number of individuals that
made a directional choice; however, each species showed a higher proportion of individuals
turning towards the left for all of the conditions except for one. This is the first study to date
examining the presence of behavioral lateralization in juvenile tarantulas.

Introduction:

Brain and behavioral lateralization (left-right asymmetry) is the result of functional or
structural specialization of one side of the body, specifically the brain, over the other
(Vallortigara and Rogers, 2005). This trait, once thought to be exclusive to humans, is now
known to be widely present throughout all classes of vertebrates (Vallortigara & Rogers, 2005).
More recently, studies have emerged showing numerous species of invertebrates possessing
brain and behavioral asymmetries, suggesting that lateralization may not be limited to more
complex nervous systems, but may also be a feature of simpler ones (Frasnelli et al., 2012).
In the current study, I examined the presence of behavioral lateralization of two species of
juvenile tarantulas (Pternichilus murinus and Brachypelma albopilosum) in the presence of prey
odors. Before I discuss the current study, I will summarize the current state of our knowledge
regarding behavioral lateralization in animals.
Patterns of Lateralization

Current research on left-right asymmetries in both vertebrates and invertebrates has
shown that two patterns of lateralization exist: population-level and individual-level, with both
patterns presenting their own advantages and disadvantages that affect the overall fitness of an
organism. Population-level asymmetries (also referred to as species-level asymmetries) are
directional in their distribution and are characterized by more than 50% of the population
demonstrating an asymmetry in the same direction (Fi�. 1). Individual-level asymmetries, on the
other hand, are antisymmetrical in their distribution and are characterized by an approximately
equal number of individuals showing a bias for left and right (50/50) (Fig. 2) (Vallortigara and
Rogers, 2005).
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Figure 1: Frequency plot from Vallortigara and Rogers (2005) showing directional
asymmetry (population-level lateralization).
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Figure 2: Frequency plot from Vallortigara and Rogers (2005) showing antisymmetry
(individual-level lateralization)
Disadvantages of Lateralization

In theory, brain and behavioral lateral biases should present disadvantages to the
organisms exhibiting them, largely due to the fact that the physical world is indifferent to left and
right. The lateralization of an animal's body would result in a deficit on the side of the body that
is not specialized, ultimately impacting the interactions that the organism faces throughout its
lifetime. For example, specialization of one side of the body would result in an animal being
more vulnerable to attack on the side that is deficient. Moreover, this asymmetry would lower
the animal's efficiency at attacking prey and competitors appearing on the side that is not
specialized (Vallortigara, 2006). Evidence for this proposed disadvantage has been demonstrated
in both vertebrates (toads: Lippolis et al., 2002) and invertebrates (spiders: Heuts and
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Lambrechts, 1999). In a study by Lippolis et al. (2012), researchers found that toads were less
likely to react when a predator was introduced to their right monocular field in contrast to their
left. A similar finding was shown in spiders, with 18 different species captured in the field
showing significantly more left leg lesions that right leg lesions (Heuts and Lambrechts, 1999).
While lateralization may present disadvantages to an organism during antagonistic (competitive)
interactions, it may also present advantages to the same organisms in synergistic (cooperative)
interactions. These synergistic interactions may outweigh the costs of the antagonistic ones,
which provide a possible explanation as to why lateralization has remained present in these
organisms (Ghirlanda et al., 2009).
Advantages of Lateralization

One of the possible advantages of lateralization is an increase in neural capacity. When
one hemisphere is specialized for a particular function, it leaves the other side free to perfonn a
different, additional function (Vallortigara, 2006). Additionally, brain lateralization could
possibly offer enhanced cognitive ability, and provide strongly lateralized animals with the
ability to process multiple stimuli simultaneously (Rogers, 2000; Vallortiga & Rogers 2005).
From studies on vertebrates (cats: Fabre-Thorpe et al., 1993; chimpanzees: McGrew &
Marchant, 1999; birds: Gilntiirktin et al., 2000; Rogers et al., 2004; Magat & Brown, 2009; and
fish: Dadda and Bisazza, 2006) and invertebrates (fruit flies: Pascual et al., 2004), it has been
shown that stronger lateralized individuals possess greater cognitive advantages than their less
lateralized counterparts. In the study by Bisazza and Dadda (2006), schools of lateralized fish
showed significantly more coordination and cohesion than schools of non-lateralized fish. In a
study on fruit flies, researchers found that organisms that exhibited an asymmetrical structure
possessed long-tenn memory while their non-lateralized counterparts did not (Pascual et al.,
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2004) Therefore, it appears that while lateralization may present an organism with disadvantages,
it also provides it with advantages that increase overall fitness.
Evolution of Lateralization

In the previous sections, I have provided many of the current supporting arguments for
why brain and behavioral asymmetries have evolved and remained present throughout numerous
vertebrates and invertebrates. However, these arguments demonstrate that brain lateralization
increases an organism's fitness at the individual level and does not support the evolution of
population level lateralization. At the population-level, asymmetries would provide an individual
organism with even further ecological disadvantages, as their behavior would be more
predictable to predators and other organisms (Frasnelli, 2013). To account for the evolution of
population-level asymmetry in vertebrates, theoretical models based on Game Theory have been
developed (Vallortigara & Rogers, 2005; Ghirlanda et al., 2009; Frasnelli et al., 2012). These
theoretical models present the idea that while individual-level asymmetries present an advantage
to an organism, selective pressures associated with social behavior may lead to the alignment of
asymmetries at the population level. Therefore, population-level lateralization is more likely to
evolve in social species, while individual-level lateralization is more likely to evolve in solitary
species (Vallortigara & Rogers, 2005; Ghirlanda et al., 2009; Frasnelli et al., 2012).
While these theoretical models were developed using vertebrates, many invertebrates
demonstrate similar characteristics predicted by these models. Social species of invertebrates,
including crickets (Elliot and Koch, 1983), ants (Heuts et al., 2003), cock.roaches (Cooper et al.,
2010), and bees (Frasnelli et al., 2011) have been shown to exhibit population-level asymmetries,
while solitary species, such as octopuses (Byrne et al., 2004), shrimps (Takeuchi et al., 2008),
terrestrial slugs (Matsuo et al., 2010), and crayfish (Toho et al., 2011), exhibit individual-level
asymmetries. Similar to vertebrates, some solitary species deviate from this trend by showing
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population-level asymmetry. For example, spitting spiders (Scytodes globula), a solitary
invertebrate, have been shown to exhibit population-level asymmetries in their leg use when
handling prey (Ades & Ramires 2002) and during predatory encounters (Heuts & Lambrechts
1999, Ades & Ramires 2002). Furthermore, a population-level asymmetry has also been found in
spiders when in the presence of conspecific female odors, with adult male tarantulas showing a
right-sided motor bias (Ruhland et al. 2016). Other solitary invertebrate species (waterbugs:
Kight et al., 2008; snails: Asami et al., 2008; cuttlefish: Alves et al., 2009; and fruitflies:
Duistermars et al. 2009) have also demonstrated population-level asymmetries. These deviations
have been suggested to be the result of behaviors that are connected with a species' interactions
with predators or conspecifics (mating, schooling, social feeding, recognition ability of
conspecifics, and aggressive interactions) (Fransnelli et al., 2012).
Variation in How Asymmetries are Exhibited in Invertebrates
The variation of behavioral lateralization in invertebrates extends beyond the level at
which it has evolved (population vs. individual). From previous studies, it has been shown that
behavioral asymmetries are exhibited differently across the various invertebrate taxa. In some
species (spitting spiders: Heuts & Lambrechts 1999; Ades & Ramires 2002; bumblebees: Kells
& Goulson, 200 I; ants: Heuts et al., 2003; cockroaches: Cooper et al., 2011; mosquitoes: Benelli
et al., 2015; tarantulas: Ruhland et al., 2016), behavioral asymmetry in motor control was
observed. In these cases, the organisms within a population demonstrate a preferential use of one
side of the body over the other during behaviors associated with feeding (bumblebees: Kells &
Goulson, 2001; spitting spiders: Ades & Ramires 2002; ants: Heuts et al., 2003; and Cooper et
al., 2011), mating (mosquitoes: Benelli et al., 2015 and tarantulas: Ruhland et al., 2016), and
during predatory encounters (spitting spiders: Heuts & Lambrechts 1999, Ades & Ramires 2002;
ants: Heuts et al., 2003). Other species of invertebrates (cuttlefish: Jozet-Alves et al. 2012,
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honeybees: Letzkus et al. 2006, 2008, flies: Duistennars et al. 2009, Gaudry et al. 2013) exhibit a
lateral bias for various sensory modalities, such as those used for vision or olfaction. A possible
correlation between morphological and behavioral asymmetries has also been shown. In a study
on cuttlefish, researchers found individuals to exhibit a side-turning bias when attacking prey.
This side turning bias was closely linked to the curvature of the cuttlebone, with organisms
exhibiting a right-side bias having a cuttlebone with a right convex, and those exhibiting a left
side bias having a cuttlebone with a left convex (Lucky et al. 2012). Crayfish also exhibit a link
between their morphological and behavioral asymmetries. In a previous study, crayfish exhibited
a lateralized response when escaping from predators. The motor bias exhibited by these
organisms was correlated to the asymmetries in their carapace, with those jumping leftward
having a longer right side, and those jumping rightward having a longer left side (Tobo et al.,
2012). Examination of trilobite fossils revealed morphological asymmetry as well, indicating that
lateralization in invertebrates dates back to the Cambrian period (541 million years ago - 485.4
million years ago) (Babcock, 1993 ).
Lateralization in Arachnids

While there is much evidence for left-right asymmetries in many invertebrate groups,
information regarding arachnids remains limited. From the current research on behavioral
lateralization in arachnids, only three studies are concerned with spiders (Order: Aranae). Of the
three studies present, two examine behavioral lateralization in relation to prey capture. In one of
these studies, it was shown that spitting spiders (Scytodes g/obula) use their left anterior legs
significantly more than their right when handling prey (Ades & Ramires 2002). The spiders used
in this study were only tested once, failing to provide consistent evidence for a motor
asymmetry, and demonstrating a need for further study on this topic. In a more recent study by
Rhuland et al. (2016), researchers examined behavioral lateralization in male curly haired
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tarantulas (Brachypelma albopilosum) in the presence of light cues, conspecific female odors,
and prey odors. They found that male curly haired tarantulas exhibit a right-handed bias in the
presence of identical light cues and female conspecific odors. In contrast, this species of tarantula
showed no motor bias in the presence of prey odors. Overall, research on tarantulas and the
presence of behavioral lateralization in response to prey is scarce, providing a need for further
examination of this topic.
Study Subjects: Tarantulas

Tarantulas (Subfamily: Theraphosinae) belong to the infraorder of spiders known as
Mygalomorphs. In the fossil record, this gro� of spiders is one of the oldest terrestrial
invertebrate groups and has experienced little change for millions of years (Rhuland et al., 2016).
To date, the only study that explores behavioral lateralization in Mygalomorphs, and more
specifically tarantulas, is the study by Rhuland et al. (2016) that was previously mentioned.
While the findings from this study present very useful information on behavioral lateralization in
tarantulas, the researchers of this study limited their observations to sexually mature males of the
species Brachypelma albopilosum (Curlyhair tarantula). Currently, many questions still remain
unanswered. For example, it is unknown whether behavioral lateralization is present in juvenile
tarantulas. The behavior of a tarantula changes vastly once they reach sexual maturation,
especially for males. Once a male tarantula has reached sexual maturity, they abandon their sit
and-wait predatory lifestyle and instead spend most of their active time searching for dispersed
females (Shillington, 2005). On the other hand, juvenile tarantulas allocate their energy towards
locating and consuming prey, as growing to sexual maturity is one of their main priorities.
As previously mentioned, researchers have observed male adult tarantulas showing an absence of
behavioral lateralization when exposed to prey odors, and conversely, found a left-right motor
bias in the presence of female conspecifics (Ruhland et al, 2016). Tarantulas possess
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trichobothria and chemosensitive hairs that function as mechanoreceptors and chemoreceptors
respectfully. In other spiders, these chemosensitive hairs, which share a similar external
morphology to those found in tarantulas, have been shov-m to be involved in the processing of
female pheromones (Tichy et al., 2001; Foelix, 2011; Wolff and Gorb, 2012). Based on their
findings, Rhuland et. al (2016) suggests that the chemoreceptors of male B. albopilosum may
also be associated with detection of general odors in tarantulas, such as prey, predators, or
conspecifics. In the development of a tarantula, these hairs are replaced with each consecutive
molt (Foelix, 2011). Could it be possible that the specialization of these hairs is linked with the
developmental stage of the tarantula and the priorities that come associated with it? Perhaps
juvenile tarantulas specialize these hairs for prey capture and replace them with hairs specialized
for detecting female conspecific pheromones as they grow and become sexually mature males.
To address this question, I observed the behavior of juvenile Brachypelma albopilosum in
response to prey odors to detem1ine whether they show an asymmetrical motor bias.
Along \vith the lack of infonnation present on how sexual maturation influences
behavioral lateralization in tarantulas, it is currently still unknown whether behavioral
lateralization in response to prey odors differs between separate tarantula species. To address
this, I observed and compared the presence of behavioral lateralization in juvenile curlyhair
(Brachypelma albopilosum) and orange baboon (Pterinochilus murinus) tarantulas in response to
prey odors. While B. albopilosum and P. murinus are both solitary sit-and-wait predators, they
have vast differences in their origin, distribution, physiology, and behavior. The Orange baboon
tarantula (Pterinochi/us murinus) is an old-world species that shares an aggressive and defensive
personality with the rest of this group. P. murinus is also a burrower that often lays silk threads
that aid in the detention of prey and other organisms. On the other hand, the Curlyhair tarantula
(Brachypelma albopi/osum) is a new-world species that is more docile in behavior, similar to the
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most other species in this group. B. albopilosum is considered to be more terrestrial but is known
to occasionally dig burrows as well. P. murinus and B. albopilosum differ physiologically, in that

P. murinus has a much higher metabolism, and therefore requires a more frequent consumption
of prey to support its lifestyle. The similarities and differences between these two species
mentioned above could greatly influence whether behavioral lateralization would be present or
not, and therefore, creates a great topic of interest to study.
Current Study

The purpose of this study was to expand on the findings from Rhuland et al. (2016) and
examine the presence of behavioral lateralization in juvenile tarantulas of the species

Brachypelma albopilosum (Curlyhair tarantula) and Pterinochilus murinus (Orange baboon
tarantula). !focused solely on behavioral lateralization in the presence of prey odors. Through my
observations, I aimed to address the following questions:
(1) Is behavioral lateralization present in juvenile tarantulas in the presence of prey odors?
(2) If behavioral is present, at what level is it distributed (individual or population)?
(3) Does behavioral lateralization in the presence of prey odors differ between tarantula
species?
Predictions

Based on the differences in behavior between sexually mature adults and juveniles, I
predicted that both species of tarantulas (Pterinochilus murinus and Brachypelma albopilosum)
would exhibit behavioral lateralization in the presence of prey odors. In the study by Rhuland et
al. (2016) it was suggested that the chemosensitive hairs on Brachypelma albopi/osum might also
be associated with the detection of other organisms. Because juveniles are not concerned with
finding a mate, I predicted that they will exhibit a specialization in the chemosensitive hairs on
one of their paired appendages that facilitates a lateralization in behavior, similar to the behavior
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shown in Rhuland et al (2016) with conspecific males. If behavioral lateralization is present, I
predicted that it would be distributed at the individual level. From the previous research that has
been conducted on invertebrates, it has been suggested that in social organism, asymmetries are
distributed at the population level, while in solitary organisms they are distributed at the
individual level. The exception to this trend for individuals was suggested to be in relation to
interactions with predators or conspecifics, both of which are not present during tarantula prey
detection.
Of the tarantula species· observed in the current study, I predicted that both species of
juveniles would show a similar lateralization in behavior in the presence of prey. While the t\vo
species have differences in their origin, behavior, and physiology, both are sit-and-wait
predators. If these organisms are waiting for their food source rather than actively traveling to
find it, it can be suggested that taking opportunity of prey in the environment would be vital to
their growth and survival, especially for juveniles. Regardless of their origin, temperament, and
physiology, lateralized motor control could greatly benefit juveniles by improving their
efficiency in detecting and capturing prey and creates a solid reasoning for its presence in both
species.

Materials & Methods:
Subjects

Orange baboon tarantulas (Pterinochilus murinus) (N=30) and curly hair tarantulas
(Brachypelma albopilosum) (N=-23) were received from a local breeder in their first and second

instar respectively. The orange baboon tarantulas were all from the same clutch while the curly
hair tarantulas were obtained from two unrelated clutches. All individuals from both species
were weighed prior to each feeding. P. murinus were fed crickets 35-45% of their body mass
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every 7-10 days. B. albopilosum were fed crickets 35-45% of their body mass every 27-30 days.
Differences in feeding regimens were due to differences in metabolic rates.
Behavioral Tests

The presence of behavioral lateralization in response to prey odors was examined by using a
T-Maze similar to the one used in Rhuland et. al (2016). The T-maze that ,vas used for the
current study is made out of clear acrylic and contains a guillotine door separating the starting
box (where the tarantula is acclimated) from the remainder of the maze. Two arms extend out
from the starting box, each containing a stimulus box at the end separated by wire mesh to
prevent the tarantula from coming in direct contact with the prey. The maze was placed on a
clear acrylic sheet with rubber feet to reduce vibrational interference. Movement throughout the
T-maze was recorded using a video tracking system (Vidoemex-ONE, Columbus, OH). Using
the tracking systems software, a letter was assigned to each section of the T-maze within the
program (Fig. 3), providing data on the movement of each spider between sections and whether
they made a directional choice (left or right). Each spider was tested under four different
conditions (Fig. 4):
• Empty/Empty (Control): No crickets in stimuli arms.
• Prey/Prey: Both stimuli arms contain crickets.
• Prey/Empty: Left arm contains cricket, right arm empty.
• Empty/Prey: Right arm contains cricket, left arm empty.

Due to the differences in metabolic rates, P. murinus were tested 7-10 days after being
fed while B. albopilosum were tested 14 days after being fed. Prior to each trial, 3 crickets were
allowed to move freely in the arms of the T-maze separate from the stimuli boxes for 10 minutes
to deposit their odors. The crickets were then removed, and a new cricket was place in
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none/one/both of the arms depending on the testing condition. The spiders were allowed to
acclimate in the starting box for 5 minutes prior to the start of the trial. For the trials using P.
murinust the maximum length of each trial was 40 minutes. This was reduced to 20 minutes for
B. albopilosum due to time constraints and also because the trials with P. muri11us indicated little

to no movement during the second half of the trials. Once the spider made a clear directional
decision the trial was considered complete. Between each trial the maze was cleaned with
ethanol to ensure there were no lingering odors from the previous trial.
Data Analysis

A binomial probability test was used to analyze the significance of each species
movement within each T-maze condition. This analysis was performed to compare the
populations decision to make a choice (choice or no choice) and was also used to compare the
decision to move right or left for the portion of the population that made a choice. The data from
the experiment was also analyzed using McNemar's test to determine whether each individual's
decision to make a choice and decision to move right or left was significantly different between
the different trials.
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Figure 3: Videomcx-ONE map layout used for determining directional choice. Using the
Vidoemex-ONE tracking system (Columbus, OH), I assigned a letter to designated sections of
the T-maze that allowed me to determine the movement and directional choice of each subject. If
the subject remained in portion A for the duration of the trial, they were recorded as making no
directional choice. Section B represent a left choice, while section C represents a right choice.
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Prey/Prey

Empty/Prey

Prey/Empty

Empty/Empty (Control)

Figure 4: T-maze conditions used to examine the presence of behavioral lateralization for
both species. A T-maze was used to analyze the presence of behavioral lateralization in the
presence of prey odors in P. murinus and B. a/bopilosum. The behavioral analysis included fqur
experimental conditions: prey in both arms (prey/prey), prey in the right arm (empty/prey), prey
in the left arm (prey/empty), and prey in neither of the arms (empty/empty).

Results:
To determine whether juvenile Pterinochilus murinus and Brachypelma albopilosum
demonstrated behavioral lateralization in the presence of prey odors, I performed a behavioral
analysis of each subject when exposed to four different conditions within a T-maze: prey in both
stimulus boxes (prey/prey), prey in only the right stimulus box (empty/right), prey in only the
left stimulus box (prey/empty), and prey in neither of the stimulus boxes (empty/empty). Due to
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the surprisingly high number of individuals from both species that made no directional choice
during the trials, a binomial probability test was used to detennine whether there was a
significant difference between making a choice (left or right) and not making a choice within
each trial. To address whether the decision to make a choice was different across all of the trials,
I analyzed the data using McNemar's test. The directional choice of the subjects that made a left
or right was then analyzed using a binomial probability test to determine the difference in choice
within each trial. I then used McNemar' s test again to find the significance of the difference
bet\veen choosing left or right across all of the trials.
Choice versus No-Choice
The assessment of the data using the binomial probability test showed that the prey/prey
and empty/empty trials for P. murinus showed no significant differences i.e., animals were
equally likely to move or not if prey was present on both sides and if both sides were empty. For
the prey/prey and empty/empty trials, the percentage of subjects recorded making a choice were
3 7% and 42% respectively, with the remaining percentage of each trial being subjects that made
no choice (Fig. 5; p>0.05). Conversely, when prey were present on only the left or right, most
individuals did not move at all during the trial (empty/prey = 72% and prey/empty = 82%)
resulting in a significant choice/no choice difference (Fig. 5; p<0.05).
B. albopi!osum in comparison, showed an almost equal propensity in making a choice or

not in the empty/empty (48% choice made) and empty/prey (45% choice made) trials (Fig. 6
p>0.05). These were the highest % of animals that made a choice across all trials for both
species. Conversely, the prey/prey and prey/empty trials for B. albopilosum showed the lowest %
of animals that made a choice across all trials for both species. The prey/empty trial had 15% of
the subjects make a choice, while the prey/prey trial had only 5% make a choice (Fig. 6; p<0.05).
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Figure 5: Comparison of movement (left or right vs. no choice) in Pterinochulus murinus
when exposed to prey odors in a T-maze. Behavioral analysis of P. murinus exposed to four

different prey odor conditions shows variances in the frequency to make a choice, with the
empty/prey and prey/empty conditions showing the lowest frequency. Significant differences
(P<0.5) are represented by an asterisk (*) while non-significant differences are represented by
NS.
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Figure 6: Comparison of movement (left or right vs. no choice) in Brachypelma a/bopi/0s11111
when exposed to prey odors in a T-maze. Behavioral analysis of B. albopilosum exposed to

four different prey odor conditions shows variances in the frequency to make a choice, with the
prey/prey and prey/empty conditions showing the lowest frequency. Significant differences
(P<0.5) are represented by an asterisk (*) while non-significant differences are represented by
NS.

When I analyzed this data using McNernar's test, I found that for the trials on P. murinus,
individuals did not show a significant difference in movement between all of the trials (p values
range from 0.25 to 1.0). In comparison, B. albopilosum showed a significant difference in the
decision to make a choice when the data from the trials with crickets in both arms was compared
to the trials with crickets in none of the arms and crickets in only the right arm (P =0.21 for both).
None of the other comparisons were significant (p>0.05), however, the difference between the
trials with a cricket in the left or right stimulus box were found to be closely significant (p=0.07),
with a greater number of subjects moving when prey was present in the left arm (Fig. 6). Due to
the small sample size of this experiment, the significance of this trend may have been affected. A
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larger sample size would help clarify the presence of this trend and reduce my skepticism
towards its significance.

Left versus Right

To detennine the significance of the population to make a decision for right or left within
each trial, a binomial probability test was performed for the portion of the population that made a
choice. For P. murinus, we found no significance benveen choosing left or right for all of the
trials (P>0.05). This lack of a significance, however, was heavily dictated by the small sample
size, as less than 11 subjects made a directional choice for all of the trials. Despite this lack of
significance, trends within each trial can be observed. For all of the trials except for empty/prey
(cricket in the right stimulus box), more than 63% of the subjects were observed moving towards
the left ann of the T-maze (Fig. 7). So even when crickets were present in both arms or absent, a
greater number of the subjects chose to move to the left over the right. Again, a larger sample
size might reveal a significant trend.
From the analysis of the B. albopi/osum trials, I also found that the difference between
moving left or right was not statistically significant (P>0.05). Again, the significance of this data
was largely the result of a low sample size, with all trials having less than 9 subjects making a
directional choice. The prey/prey trial had the lowest sample size number of 1 , so while the data
shows a I 00% choice for left, the data was still not significant. Similar to the trials on P.

murinus, trends in the data were still observed. For all of the trials except for prey/empty (cricket
in the left stimulus box), more than 67% of the subjects were observed choosing the left ann of
the T-maze. Even though the choice to move left was not observed when a cricket was present in
the left stimulus box, I still find it interesting that a greater number of subjects from both species
moved towards the left ann of the T-maze in the majority of the trials. The trials on B.
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albopilosum also showed a trend in the prey/empty and empty/prey trials. When a cricket was
present in the right arm, 67% of the subjects moved to the left. When a cricket was present in the
left am1, 100% moved towards the right (Fig. 8). Therefore, it appears that the subjects are
choosing the arm of the T-rnaze opposite to which one contains the cricket. Although these
trends were observed, the sample size of this data was exceptionably low, providing us with little
evidence to support them.

■ Left □ Right

SO%

NS

NS

NS

NS

20%
10%

A. Prey/Prey

n=ll

B. Empty/Prey

C. Prey/Empty
n=4

n=7

D. Empty/Empty

n=8

Figure 7: Comparison of directional choice (left or right) in Pteri11ochilus 111uri11us when
exposed to prey odors in a T-maze. Behavioral analysis of P. rnurinus to four different prey
odor conditions shows variances in the populations decision to go left or right. Statistical
analysis of the differences within each condition were found to be insignificant. Significant
differences (P<0.5) are represented by an asterisk (*) while non-significant differences are
represented by NS.
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Figure 8: Comparison of directional choice (left or right) in Bracl,ypelma albopilosum when
exposed to prey odors in a T-maze. Behavioral analysis of P. murinus to four different prey
odor conditions shows variances in the populations decision to go left or right. Statistical
analysis of the differences within each condition were found to be insignificant. Significant
differences (P<0.5) are represented by an asterisk (*) while non-significant differences are
represented by NS.
When the data on directional choice was analyzed using McNemar's test, I found that P.
murinus' decision to move left or right was not significantly different across the trials examined

(p>0.05). Analysis of the trials on B. albopilosum showed similar results with none of the
comparisons showing a significant difference (P=l for all comparisons). Due to the small sample
size in some of the trials, an analysis could only be performed on the empty/empty, empty/prey,
and prey/empty conditions. For both species, the amount of data that was available for analysis
was too small to provide any substantial results. As mentioned above, both species show trends
of a greater number of subjects moving left in the T-maze for most of the conditions. The trials
on B. albopilosum also showed a correlation between the single cricket conditions and the
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directional decision. While these relationships would appear to present significant differences,
the small sample size prevented us from performing a useful analysis that would provide
evidence for or against them.

Discussion:

The goal of this study was to determine whether juvenile tarantulas possess behavioral
lateralization in the presence of prey odors, and if present, whether it is distributed at the
individual- or population-level. Furthermore, I aimed to determine whether the species of
tarantula influences the presence of this trait. From my behavioral analysis ofjuvenile
Pterinochilus murinus and Brachypelma albopilosum in a T-maze, I found that an invariable

directional bias was not significantly present in more than 50% of each species for all trials,
indicating that behavioral lateralization is absent at the population-level. Behavioral
lateralization was not significantly shown at the individual level either, as a consistent 50/50
directional bias throughout all of the conditions tested not present.. While my statistical analyses
did not provide supporting evidence for behavioral lateralization in response to prey odors for P.
murinus and B. albopilosum, I am unable to confidently suggest its absence due to trends within

the data and the inadequacy of my san1ple sizes.
The most notable trend in the data was present when the directional choice of the
tarantulas was compared across all of the trials. When P. 111uri11us was observed, a higher
percentage of individuals moved to the left arm of the T-maze in all of the trials except for the
one that had a single cricket in the right stimulus box. Therefore, even in the trials where
identical prey sources were presented and prey were absent, P. murinus still showed a higher
number of individuals moving to the left. The observations ofB. albopilosum also presented
some interesting trends. For all of the trials except for the one with prey in the left stimulus box,
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a higher number of individuals moved to the left over the right. Again, we see that when
identical prey sources are presented or when the prey sources are absent the tarantulas move to
the left more often than the right. Additionally, I found it interesting that when the prey were in
the right arm, the tarantulas moved left and when the prey were in the left arm they moved right.
While the trends that I have mentioned provide some possible implications for behavioral
lateralization, the small sample size resulting from a large majority of the subjects not making
any directional choice limited my ability to perform a meaningful analysis of the data. Despite
my inability to provide solid evidence for or against behavioral lateralization in relation to prey,
below I will discuss how the findings from other studies relate to those of my ovvn and will
provide suggestions on how this study can be improved to further address these questions.
While the findings of the study are unable to sufficiently provide evidence for behavioral
lateralization in juvenile tarantulas, previous research on this topic, although limited, has
provided some insight into this trait in tarantulas. In the study by Rhuland et al. (2016), a clear
directional bias was present in adult male curlyhair tarantulas (Brachypelma albopi/osum) in
response to female conspecifics and light cues, but not prey odors. For the trials involving the
response to female conspecifics, it was found that the male tarantulas were able to significantly
distinguish males from females. Due to this observation, the researchers suggest that the
chemoreceptors of male tarantulas may be involved in the perception of general odors, which
allow them to detect prey, predators, or conspecifics. However, their study, along with other
studies related to spider chemosensitive hairs (Tichy et al., 2001; Foelix, 2011; Wolff and Gorb,
2012), only provide evidence for specialization of these chemoreceptors for perception of female
pheromones, and do not support their use for prey and predator detection. So, while the recent
infom1ation regarding behavioral lateralization in tarantulas has provided us with new insights on
this topic, it still leaves much to be explored. Further analysis of behavioral lateralization in
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response to prey and predators, as well as the use of electropalpographic tests, would help us to
determine whether the chemoreceptors are specialized and whether they influence the presence
of behavioral biases in tarantulas. Additionally, it would be beneficial to explore the presence of
behavioral lateralization further in juveniles, females, and other tarantula species to gain a better
understanding of the difference in chemoreceptive hairs, if present, and whether they influence
the presence and distribution of this trait.
Previous studies on insects, specifically bees (Anfora et al., 2011) and honeybees
(Letzkus et al., 2011), have demonstrated a hemispheric specialization in the processing of
olfactory information, which could provide a possible explanation for the behavioral
lateralization exhibited by the male tarantulas in the study by Ruhland et al. (2016). In the study
by Letzkus et al. (2006), researchers examined the presence of lateralization in the olfactory
system of honeybees by testing their ability to associate an odor with a reward. In this paper, 3
groups of honeybees were tested (right antenna covered, left antenna covered, and both antennae
uncovered). The honeybees were then conditioned to extend their proboscis to an odor associated
with a reward (sugar solution) and not to an odor associated with a punishment (salt solution).
From their experiment, it was shown that those with their right antenna covered and both
antennae uncovered learned better than their counterparts with the left antenna covered. In the
study on bumblebees using a similar experimental procedure, it was found that those with the left
antenna covered and both antennae uncovered learned better that those with the right antenna
covered (Anfora et al., 2011). In the studies previously mentioned, both organisms showed
lateralization in the processing of information obtained through olfaction. Ruhland et al. (2016),
however, was unable to support the hypothesis that the behavioral lateralization exhibited by the
male tarantulas was caused by hemispheric lateralization, as they did not find asymmetries in the
size of the first legs or between the chemoreceptor sensilla on the tarsi. Therefore, the
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hemispheric specialization exhibited in other organisms does not appear to be the cause of
behavioral lateralization shown in tarantulas, and instead, Ruhland et al. (201 6) reiterates the
hypothesis that this trait in adult male Braehype/ma albopilosum is due to specialization of the
chemoreceptors on the tarantula's palps for detection of female pheromones.
One of the major issues I faced throughout the experiment was the number of individuals
from both species that did not move or make any clear directional choice. Because of this, I was
unable to provide an adequate amount of data to sufficiently support my findings, and
furthem1ore, I was limited to the deductions that could make from behavioral trends. I
hypothesize that one of the main reasons the subjects did not move was because of their age.
From observations in the lab, early instar tarantulas are more timid than their later instar
counterparts and have a lower latency when it comes to attacking prey items. Additionally, both
species used in this experiment were sit-and-wait predators. These tarantulas are most active at
night (Foelix, 201 1), so perhaps performing the trials in darker conditions would provide better
results. For future applications using a T-maze, it would be valuable to provide the subjects with
a longer acclimation period to prevent greater latencies due to stress. Randomizing the order in
which the trials were run for each individual and changing the direction of the T-maze for each
trial would also prevent a bias in the directional choice of the individuals.
While more evidence for behavioral lateralization in invertebrates continues to surface,
infonnation on how it is exhibited and what factors influence it remain limited. Further study is
required to close these knowledge gaps and gain a better understanding of this trait. In this study,
I have shown that juvenile Pterinochilus murinus and Brachypelma albopilosum do not exhibit
behavioral lateralization when in the presence of prey odors. This finding, however, was reached
from the analysis of a small data set and requires addition data to be sufficiently supported. To

date, this is the only study that examines behavior lateralization in juvenile tarantulas, and
therefore, additional study on this topic is greatly needed.
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